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Product-Mix Information Markets

Abstract

Modification of existing products is an important product strategy and an

estimated 90% of new product activity are modifications to existing products.

Information that reveals consumers' preferences for different attributes is critical for

the identification of attractive modifications to the product-mix. We consider two

types of modifications that are often suggested by marketing information: "retention"

type modifications that increase the attractiveness of a product to a firm's loyal

customers and "conquesting" type modifications that allow a firm to increase its

appeal to competitive customers.

The paper examines two aspects of the markets for product-mix information:

a) the manner in which retention and conquesting modifications affect competition

between downstream firms and b) the optimal selling and pricing policies for a

vendor who markets information that is useful for product modifications. Two

important aspects of the vendor's contracting problem are considered. First, how

should a vendor package and target the information to downstream firms? In

particular, we examine whether a vendor has an incentive to limit the type of

information sold to these firms. Second, can a vendor gain by offering "exclusivity"

to a firm buying the information?

We address these issues in a game-theoretic model consisting of an

information vendor facing two downstream firms who sell differentiated products.

The model analyses how information contracting is affected by differentiation in the

downstream market and the quality of the information (in terms of how impactful the

indicated modifications are). We consider two possible scenarios. In the first

scenario, the information facilitates modifications that increase the appeal of

products to the loyal customers of one downstream firm (one-sided information). In

the second scenario, the information identifies two sets of modifications: the first set

can increase the appeal of products to the loyal customers of one firm and the other

set can increase the appeal of products to the other firm (two-sided information).

The impact of modifications on downstream competition depends on whether

they are of the retention or conquesting type. Retention-type modifications increase

effective" differentiation between the firms and lead to increases in market price. In"

contrast, the effect of conquesting modifications depends upon how impactful they

are. Low impact modifications reduce "effective" differentiation between competing

products and lead to increased price competition. However, high impact conquesting

modifications have an additional effect on downstream competition: they help a firm

to threaten and frequently capture the loyal customers of the competitor.
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The vendor's strategy for one-sided information always involves selling to one

firm. When information identifies high impact modifications, it is sold to the firm for

which the identified modifications are conquesting. In contrast, when the

modifications identified in the information have low impact, the optimal strategy is to

sell the information to the firm for whom the modifications are the retention-type.

With two-sided information, the optimal strategy is for the vendor to sell the complete

packet of information (information on both retention and conquesting modifications)

to both downstream firms, yet both firms only implement retention-type modifications.

The information on conquesting modifications is `Passive" in the sense that it is not

used by downstream firms yet the vendor makes strictly greater profit by including it.

This obtains because the price charged for information depends critically on the

situation an individual firm encounters by not buying the information. Conquesting

information puts a non-buyer in a worse situation (and this underlines the -passive"

power of information) and this encourages the vendor to sell complete packets and

demand higher prices.

Key Words: marketing of information, information packaging, exclusive
contracts, conquesting modifications, retention modifications, product
modifications.

1. Introduction

1.1 Background

A recent survey concludes that a majority of new product activity involves

value- adding modifications to existing products in the form of line extensions or

changes in product features'. As Kotler and Armstrong (1996) mention, in mature

markets, modifying a product to increase its perceived value to consumers is a

frequently used strategy. Firms often add features, modify existing features or

"augment" the product offering through better after-sales service, warranty or credit

arrangements. A critical ingredient for developing a successful product modification

strategy is accurate information about consumer preferences for product attributes.

Market research information lies behind many well-known product modifications such

as the revitalisation of Aqua Velva aftershave or the decision of Mobil to change to a

"Friendly Service" format'. But, despite the obvious importance of product strategy

' For example, Gorman 's New Product News reported that 89% of the 6125 new products accepted by
grocery stores in the first five months of 1991 were line extensions.
2 Wansink (1997) discusses other examples of product modifications. The Mobil example is discussed
in the Wall Street Journal, January 30, 1995. Mobil followed up on research information to change its
product offering and went upscale at the pump, with cappuccino in the convenience store, a concierge
to assist customers, and what may be the cleanest gas-station bathrooms ever.
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in the overall marketing mix, no study exists that examines markets for information

that aids product-mix decisions (such as a value-adding modification to an existing

product).

While a traditional source of product-mix information is research

commissioned by brand managers, this paper's focus is on the emerging phenomenon

of "external" markets for such information. One external source is syndicated studies

done by independent vendors who sell information to other firms (examples include

MRI New York, Roper Reports and the Yankelovich Monitor). Another emerging

external source of information is organizations that collect information as a "by-

product" of their primary activity. These include organizations such as magazine

publishers, tourist authorities, airports, sports organizations and government bodies.

In the past, these organizations archived such information and did not think of it as a

valuable resource. However, because of advances in information technology and the

importance of information intensive marketing (Blattberg, Glazer and Little 1994),

these organizations find themselves sitting on a valuable resource'. We study these

external markets for product-mix information.

Product-mix information is typically used to implement two distinct types of

modifications. The first type is a modification that increases the appeal of a

product/service to loyal customers of the product. For example, Red Lobster

converted the exterior and interior decor of its restaurants to a "wharfside" look

because research information indicated that existing Red Lobster customers wanted

experiences that took them away from the grind of everyday routines 4. We label

these types of product modifications as "retention facilitating" as they increase the

likelihood of retaining current customers. In contrast, the second type of

modifications are those which increase the appeal of a product to the customers of

competing firms. The information Red Lobster used to modify the decor of its

restaurants would also have been valuable to Long John Silver, a competitor of Red

Lobster in the family seafood restaurant category. Long John Silver could have used

the information to modify its restaurant decor to attract current Red Lobster

customers. For Long John Silver, such a modification could be thought of as a

"conquesting" modification designed to attract current Red Lobster customers. The

paper examines both the impact of product-mix information and the implications of

retention and conquesting modifications for a competitive market.

'Numerous examples of this type of information are described in Records Management Quarterly
(1996).
4 From "Magic Make-overs", Restaurant Hospitality, November 1997, p.50.
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1.1 The Research Objectives

The paper studies two aspects of the markets for product-mix information: a)

the manner in which the different types of modifications affect competition between

downstream buyers of information and b) the optimal marketing policies that should

be adopted by a vendor of information that identifies attractive product modifications.

Consider now the different situations that an information vendor can face. The

vendor might have information that identifies product-mix changes that would be

attractive to one group of consumers (we describe this as "one-sided" information).

Similar to the previously mentioned Red Lobster example, this is the case when the

vendor has information specific to current Red Lobster customers. The decision that

the vendor faces is whether to sell it to the firm which currently serves these

customers (in which case, the modifications would be retention-type), the firm which

would like to steal these customers (in which case, the modifications are conquesting-

type) or to both. A further consideration is whether or not to offer exclusivity to a

buyer (i.e. an enforceable guarantee not to sell the information to another firm).

Finally the vendor has to choose a selling price.

A second situation is one in which the vendor has information that facilitates

product-mix changes to both groups of customers. Returning to the Red Lobster

example, this would be a situation in which the information identifies modifications

that increase the appeal of restaurants to current Red Lobster customers and also

modifications that increase the appeal of restaurants to Long John Silver customers.

We describe this as "two-sided" information. The vendor's problem is now more

complex. The first question is whether or not the vendor should sell the information

exclusively. If the vendor sells non-exclusively to both firms, he must decide whether

to sell complete information packets to both firms (i.e., providing each firm with

information that allows modifications for current as well as competitive customers) or

limited information packets (for example, selling information that points to

"retention" modifications only). Finally, once the vendor has made decisions about

how much information to sell and to which firms, he must choose a price for the

information that targeted buyer(s) will accept.

1.2 The Research Framework

To examine these issues, we develop a game-theoretic model of an

information vendor selling to two differentiated downstream firms. The problem is

considered in the context of two factors: the degree of differentiation between the

downstream firms and the "impact" of the information in terms of how valuable the

resulting modifications are. The vendor decides on the packaging strategy and

whether or not to sell the information exclusively. Then he sets a price for the
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information. Given the decisions of the vendor, the downstream firms decide whether

or not to buy the information and once they have purchased information, they decide

which (if any) modifications to implement. Finally after the product modifications are

implemented, the firms compete by simultaneously choosing market prices.

1.3 The Intuition for the Key Results

The impact of modifications on downstream competition depends on whether

they are of the retention or conquesting type. Retention-type modifications act as a

proxy for increasing differentiation between the firms. This allows firms to raise

prices without the fear of losing existing customers. Conquesting-type modifications,

which act in a direction opposite to retention-type modifications, are not simply the

converse of retention-type modifications. The effect of a conquesting modification

depends significantly on how impactful it is. When the impact of a conquesting

modification is low relative to the existing differentiation between firms, a

conquesting modification makes the market behave as if the differentiation between

firms is reduced (and this exacerbates the level of price competition). Here, the impact

of a conquesting modification is very much the converse of a retention modification.

However, when a conquesting modification has high impact relative to existing

differentiation, there is an additional effect. The conquesting modification can allow a

firm to capture its competitor's customers (with equivalent prices, the impact of the

modification is such that the loyal consumers of the competitor will switch). While

conquesting modifications frequently increase price competition, the second effect of

stealing the competitor's customers can be sufficient to make a conquesting

modification attractive.

We show that the equilibrium vendor strategy for one-sided information is to

sell the information to only one of the downstream firms. Selling the information to

both the firms implies that while one of the firms has the ability to implement a

retention modification, its competitor can implement a counter-acting conquesting

modification. Because these modifications cancel each other out, the downstream

firms do not find them to be valuable. The "value" of the information for a given firm

depends entirely upon its competitor not implementing the modification. Therefore

when the competitive firm has an incentive to implement the modifications in

question, not only does the vendor sell to just one firm, it also needs to provide the

buying firm with a guarantee of exclusivity.

When one-sided information has relatively low impact, the optimal strategy for

the vendor is to sell the information to the firm for which the modifications are of the

retention-type. This would be a situation in which the information on Red Lobster's

current customers is sold to Red Lobster. In contrast, with one-sided information of

higher impact, the equilibrium strategy is for the vendor to sell to the firm for which
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the modifications are conquesting. This would be a situation in which the information

on Red Lobster's current customers is sold to Long John Silver.

With two-sided information, the equilibrium strategy is for the vendor to sell

the complete packet of information to both downstream firms. Interestingly, this is

the case even though both firms choose to implement only the retention-type

modification (despite their potential ability to implement the conquesting

modification). The conquest- facilitating information is "passive" in the sense that it

is not used by downstream firms. This points to a strategic aspect of product-mix

information markets: it is possible for the vendor to make strictly greater profits by

including conquesting information in the packet even though this information is not

used by the downstream firms in equilibrium. This is because the price charged for

the information does not depend only upon the equilibrium profits of the downstream

firms. It also depends upon of the situation faced by an individual firm were it not to

buy the information packet. The availability of conquesting information puts a

potential non-buyer of information in a worse situation (the buyer will implement both

conquesting and retention type modifications and more adversely affect the non-

buyer). This allows the vendor to strategically sell the complete packet and extract a

higher price from both buyers. This result highlights the "passive" power of

information and demonstrates that it can have value even when it is not used.

The paper will proceed as follows. The following section relates the present

paper to existing literature. The model is presented in section 3 and in section 4, we

analyze downstream competition between competitors who implement different kinds

of modifications. In section 5, we discuss the vendor's strategies for selling one-sided

and two-sided information. In section 6, we discuss the implications and conclusions

of the study.

2. Related Research

This paper examines the selling of information that facilitates value-adding

modifications to the product-mix for firms in competitive markets. A large body of

research in marketing has established mathematical techniques for measuring product

attributes. An important methodology in this area is conjoint analysis (see Green and

Srinivasan, 1990 and Green and Kreiger, 1989 for reviews of this literature) which

measures consumer preferences for products as bundles of attributes. Another

approach pioneered by Hauser and Shugan (1983) develops a model in multi-attribute

space to analyse the product repositioning decision of an incumbent in the face of

entry'. There are, however, no studies that consider the problem of a vendor of

information or expertise that can be used to facilitate product modifications in a

5 A complete review of product design models is provided in Lilien, Kotler and Moorthy (1992).
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competitive market. In addition, our research examines how value-adding product

modification decisions affect competition between firms. We are also able to

highlight the radically different manner in which retention and conquesting

modifications affect competition.

Our model also captures two critical aspects of information as saleable good.

First, information is in many ways, similar to a public good and second, it is primarily

an intermediate good (it derives value from what it allows an individual or a firm to

do). As a product, information is similar to a public good in the sense its consumption

by one individual does not prevent others from consuming it (Samuelson 1947, 1954).

Our model reflects this idea since the information vendor can sell to both firms

without incurring any additional costs over selling to just one of the downstream

firms. But, information does not fully meet the definition of a public good because it

does not possess a second essential attribute of a public good: that its consumption by

one does not reduce the enjoyment of others who are already consuming it 6 . In a

competitive industry, the possession of a bundle of information by one firm can

diminish its value to a second. This is due to the intermediate nature of the

information and the fact that its value is determined through the competitive

interaction of the downstream firms. The model also captures this characteristic by

modeling the competitive externalities between the downstream firms.

The small literature information selling does not address the issues of this

paper. Chang and Lee (1994) consider the simple pricing problem for a marketing

consultant selling market research to manufacturers in a homogenous goods industry.

Sarvary and Parker (1997) address a different situation of two upstream consultants

selling noisy information to risk averse firms and show that the externalities between

the products of different consultants can lead to a consultant being better off facing

competition than if he were a monopolist. Soberman (1997) considers the problem of

an information seller who has information that can improve the effectiveness of

informational advertising. No paper deals with markets for information that aids

product-mix activities. Our paper is also the first to distinguish between retention vs.

conquesting information and focus on important strategic issues in information

markets such as the packaging of information and the role of exclusive contracting.

3. The Model

We develop a model of an information vendor and two downstream competing

in a product market. The game has two stages. The first stage is the pricing and

selling of information to competitive firms by an information vendor. The
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information vendor can sell to one firm exclusively or sell to both. After the

competitive firms have decided whether or not to purchase the information, they

compete in the downstream product market. The firms decide whether to make

modifications to their products and then, simultaneously compete by choosing prices.

Finally, consumers decide which firm to buy from based on their preferences and the

observed prices of the firms.

The Vendor of Information and Stage 1

The information vendor's objective is to maximize profit from the selling of

his information. In the case of one-sided information, the firms in the market are not

symmetric because for one firm, the information points to modifications that will

increase value for its loyal customers (retention modifications). For the other firm,

those same modifications will make its products more attractive to competitive

customers (conquesting modifications). The vendor has to decide on whether or not

to offer exclusivity, and if exclusivity is offered, which of the two firms should the

information be sold to. The game tree for the first stage of the game (the "selling" of

information) with one-sided information is shown in Figure 1.

In the case of two-sided information, the exclusive strategy involves selling

information for conquesting and retention modifications to one firm'. However, when

selling to both firms, the vendor must decide whether to sell complete information

packets (i.e. both retention and conquesting information) or limited information

packets (i.e. retention or conquesting information only and not both)s . The game tree

for the first stage of the game (the "selling" of information) with two-sided

information is shown in Figure 2.
To summarize Stage 1, we describe the decisions made by the players, first for

one-sided information and then, for two-sided information:

One-Sided Information

Step I. The information vendor chooses selling approach (exclusive or not).

Step 2. If the vendor chooses to sell exclusively, he decides whether to sell the

information to facilitate retention or conquesting modifications.

Step 3. The information vendor sets prices for information conditional on the selling

approach and target firm he has chosen.

6 For example, the benefit of a lighthouse (the standard example of a pure public good) to a passing
ship is independent of how many other ships use the lighthouse for navigation.

The vendor could also offer a limited packet of information exclusively but this strategy is strictly
dominated: the actions facilitated by a limited packet are a subset of the actions made possible with a
complete packet.

While it is possible for a vendor to sell a complete information packet to one firm and a limited
packet to the other however, this "asymmetric" packaging strategy is strictly dominated in this model
by the strategy of selling "symmetric" information packets. Similarly, the asymmetric strategy of
selling retention to one firm and conquesting to the other is dominated.
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Step 4. Firms make decisions on whether or not to purchase the information

conditional on the terms and price offered by the information vendor.

Two-Sided Information
Step 1. The information vendor chooses selling approach (exclusive or not).

Step 2. The vendor decides whether to sell a complete or limited packet of

information. There are two alternative ways of selling limited packets of information.

The first is to provide each firm with information on their own customers (retention

facilitating) and the second is to provide each firm with information on competitive

customers (conquest facilitating).

Step 3. The information vendor sets prices for information conditional on both the

selling approach and packets he has decided to offer.

Step 4. Firms make decisions on whether or not to purchase the information

conditional on the terms and price offered by the information vendor.

If the information vendor chooses an exclusive strategy, he cannot sell the information

to the second firm if the first firm accepts the exclusive contract. In general, exclusive

contracts are legally binding and have sanctity in a court of law.' It is important to

note that if an exclusive offer is rejected, the vendor can offer the information to the

second firm. Often it is the threat of being in the position of a firm without the

information that makes the offer of exclusivity attractive.

In Figures 1 and 2, three dimensional outcome vectors describe the payoffs for

the information vendor, Firm 1 and Firm 2 for each decision combination. These

payoffs are determined based on the modifications implemented by each firm and

competition in the product/service market.

In Figure 1, the downstream profits are denoted by Ity, where y denotes the

circumstance of the firm in question (a denotes 'advantage' implying that the firm has

an advantage due to the possessing the information when its competitor does not have

the information, d denotes 'disadvantage', b denotes that both firms have the

information and n denotes that neither firm has purchased the information) and z

relates to the type of modification that can be implemented by the information (r
implies that retention information has been sold and c implies that conquesting

information).

In Figure 2, in the subscript "rc" on the exclusive strategy profits ( pr) implies

that the packet contains information that can aid both retention and conquesting

91n the U.S., exclusive contracts are subject to the rule of reason and in Canada the only anti-trust
challenge to an exclusive contract is that it constitute an "abuse of dominant position." See Continental
TV Inc. v. GTE Sylvania Inc., U.S. 36 (1977) and Preston (1994) and the Director of Investigation and
Research v. NutraSweet (1990), 32 C.P.R. (3d) 1 regarding the legality and enforceability of
exclusivity contracts.
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modifications. To simplify the presentation of the game tree under the non-exclusive

selling of two sided information, we show downstream profits as Ora rd, gb, and gn)•

The actual values of ira , —d , and gb depend on which type of information the vendor

chooses to offer (complete, retention only or conquesting only).

The second stage of the game (which occurs after the information-selling

phase) involves decisions by firms and consumers. Let us now consider the second-

stage after the information market closes.

Stage 2: The Competitive Market
The market consists of two identical firms that offer competing products. The

profit functions for the two firms net of any payments for information are:
71- 1 = (p i – c)xi	

(1)

7r 2 (P2 0'2	 (2)

where p, and p2 are the prices chosen by each firm, x, and x2 are the demands for each

firm's product and c is the marginal cost for each unit of the product delivered. After

the information market has closed, firms decide which (if any) modifications to make

to their product-mix. After the firms implement their modification strategies, they

simultaneously choose market price to maximize profits.

The products of the firms are assumed to differ with respect to an attribute and

the market is made up of customers that are uniformly distributed, with unit density

along an attribute of unit length (i.e. the total number of consumers in the category is

normalised to one unit). A product located in the same location as a consumer

corresponds to that consumer's ideal product and the two firms are located at either

ends of the market. Thus, the consumer's location on the line represents that

consumer's relative preference for the two competing products. Consumers have a

disutility for not consuming their ideal product. Each consumer purchases at most one

unit. For each consumer, the surplus that a product provides is a function of the

consumer's preference for the product (that depends upon the consumers' location on

the line and the disutility), the value of the product modification and the price at

which the product is offered.

Let us first consider the consumer's surplus for an unmodified product. For a

consumer located at x (the distance from the left endpoint), the following quasi-linear

surplus function represents the surplus delivered by the unmodified product of Firm 1

and 2 respectively:

CS = R – p – xt	 (3)

CS2 = R – p 2 – (1– x)t	 (4)

where t the transportation cost parameter represents the psychological preference cost

(or the per-unit distance disutility) of the consumer for not consuming her ideal

product. R is the reservation value for the unmodified product. Next, suppose that
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firms have information and hence the ability to modify their products. In this case the

surplus functions will be:

CS, = R +v,(x)– p i – xt
	

(5)

CS2 = R+ v2 (x)– p2 – (1 – x)t (6)

The function vi(x) represents the additional value that a consumer at x will get from

consuming firm i's value-adding modification. Note that this incremental benefit is a

function of the consumer's location or relative preference for the two products. Thus,

if vi(x) is decreasing in x, then the modification provides the firm's loyal consumers

with a greater incremental benefit than the consumers who are less loyal. This is a

characterization of a "retention" modification. In contrast, if vi(x) is increasing in x,

then the modification provides the firm's loyal consumers with less incremental

benefit than consumers who are loyal to the competing firm's product. This is how

we characterize a "conquesting" modification'.

We use the functional form v 1 (x) = 13(1–x); v2(x) = fix to represent the effect of

retention modifications on the surplus functions for the products of Firms 1 and 2

respectively. Figure 3 shows the consumer surplus function for a retention

modification implemented by Firm 1. Note that in this formulation, fl is the impact

of the modification i.e. a greater /3 implies that the modification is more valuable to

all consumers in the market. In the same vein, v,(x) = fix; v2(x) = f(1 x) represents

the effect of conquesting modifications for each firm. Figure 4 below shows the

consumer surplus function for a conquesting modification implemented by Firm 1.

3.1 The Interpretation of Information

Because the sloped line, vi(x), represents what information facilitates in this

framework, it is important to understand the economic meaning of the slope of this

line and how it represents the impact of information. The locational differentiation

between the consumers on the line or the preference cost t represents a primary

attribute of differentiation between the two firms. For example, if the primary

attribute of differentiation between BreathSaversTM and CloretsTM breathmints is the

strength of the taste, with BreathSavers having stronger taste and Clorets having a

milder taste, we could represent the breathmint market as a straight line with

BreathSavers at one end and Clorets at the other. Now the sloped function vi(x) in

some sense represents the effect of a change to a product attribute that is highly

correlated with the primary attribute of differentiation. The correlation could be such

that the change is differentially attractive to consumers along the line. Going back to

our example, suppose the brand manager of BreathSavers obtains research

I ° The term "conquesting" is from Colombo and Morrison (1989) who use it in the context of a brand-
switching model applied to the automobile market.
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information indicating that positive feelings towards chlorophyll, (a breathmint

ingredient) are highly correlated with preference for Clorets. The BreathSavers

manager could now modify BreathSavers to include chlorophyll: this is a prototypical

conquesting-type modification as it will increase the appeal of BreathSavers to Clorets

users while having relatively little effect on the preferences of current consumers of

BreathSaversil.

The demand faced by Firms 1 and 2, given prices, are x and (1-x) respectively,

where x is determined by the incentive compatibility constraint or the point on the line

where CS, = CS2. This assumption implies that the consumer at x (the marginal

consumer) gets equal surplus regardless of whether she buys from Firm 1 or Firm 212.

Finally note that a firm is not under any obligation to implement modifications

(or use the complete packet under two-sided information) just because it has

purchased information. For instance, our analysis allows for the possibility that a firm

might buy both retention and conquest facilitating information but use only one type

of information. We now examine the equilibrium outcomes in the downstream market

for the feasible modification strategies that can be generated by both one-sided and

two sided information sales.

4. Downstream Competition With Product Modifications

In this section we will examine in detail the impact of product modifications

on downstream competition. This will lay the groundwork for understanding the

marketing policies of the information vendor that we discuss in section 5. We will

begin by presenting the base case of a market without information (i.e., no

information is used by both firms). This means that the two firms compete with their

unmodified products that deliver consumer surplus as in (3) and (4). Simple

calculations yield equilibrium prices of p in = p2„ = c+t and equilibrium profits of

Trin =71-2n t/2. This base case can now be used as a benchmark to compare the effect

of product modifications on downstream competition. We begin the analysis with

retention modifications.

4.1	 Retention Modifications

There are 2 different types of downstream cases that are possible in addition to

the base case:

Note that this example is based on an actual product modification made to BreathSavers in Canada in
1986.
12 We restrict our attention to markets in which all consumers buy given competitive pricing. This is
analogous to assuming that R > t+c.
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(7)
( f12
t +

13 +2t

t + 
2,6 2

3
7r,

r	 +2t

a) an equilibrium in which one firm has information to implement retention

modifications and,

b) an equilibrium in which both firms have information to implement retention

modifications.

Recall that the firms are under no obligation to implement the modifications even if

they have the information. Thus, to determine the whether a firm will implement a

modification, we need to compare its profit with the previously mentioned base case.

Equilibrium when only one firm has retention-type information

When one firm (say Firm 1) has retention-type information and implements

the	 modification,	 the	 incentive	 compatibility	 constraint	 is

p(1- x) - p, – tx = –p 2 – t(1– x) . This leads to the demand functions for firms 1

and 2 respectively as xar= x* = (fl + t – p i + p)/(fl 2t), while xdr =(1- xa). Solving

for the equilibrium prices and profits we get,

par =
216

3 
+t+c;p, =+t+c

	

tr	 3

Note that mar is strictly greater than t/2, implying that a firm with the information to

implement a retention modification will always do so.

Equilibrium when both firms have the information
When- both firms have retention-type information and implement the

modifications, the demand functions of the two firms in equilibrium are given by the

(incentive compatibility) condition fl(1 – x) – p, – tx = fix– p 2 – t(1– x) . This

p + t – + P2 yields Firm 1's demand function as x,br = x –

	

	 p, while firm 2's demand
2(/3 + t)

function will be x2br = (1-x). Substituting this for x, and x2 in the profit functions of

(1) and (2) and solving for the Nash equilibrium of the product market game yields the

equilibrium prices and profits to be Pbr = +t + C, r 	. Note that gbr isrb 
+ fl 
2

strictly greater than t/2 and 71-dr implying that both firms will implement retention

modifications if they have the ability to do so.

Consider the manner in which retention modifications affect firm competition

in terms of the key dimensions: the existing differentiation between the firms (as

captured by t) and impact of the modification (as captured by fi). Note that the impact



of the modification /3 affects the equilibrium prices and profits in the same manner as
the differentiation parameter t. In other words, both dimensions have similar effect

and work in the same direction. Thus the economic effect of retention modifications

is to increase effective differentiation between the firms thereby increasing

equilibrium prices.

When both the firms implement retention modifications, each firm offers a

product with stronger appeal to the consumers who are close to them. Because a

firm's loyal consumers are protected it can raise price. This strategically induces the

competing firm to be less aggressive in its pricing. The interesting consequence of

this is that when both firms implement retention modifications, competition between

the two firms is less intense and equilibrium prices (for both firms) are higher than

when just one firm implements retention modifications.

The strategic effect of retention modifications (in reducing competition and

increasing equilibrium prices) is best seen in the case when only one firm implements

the modification. The expression in (7) shows that prices of both firms go up

unambiguously even if just one firm implements retention modifications. The firm

implementing the modification can protect its loyal consumers even while charging a

higher price. This higher price has a strategic influence on the competing firm (that

has not modified its product). This competitor now behaves less aggressively and

charges higher prices.

4.2	 Conquesting Modifications

Equilibrium when one firm has conquesting-type information

With conquesting information we have to consider two particular sub-cases

depending upon how powerful the indicated modifications are:

No Switch Case (one firm, /aft < 1.5)

When one firm has the ability to implement conquesting modifications, the

"no switch" case occurs when the impact of the modification /3 is small compared to
the level of differentiation between the downstream firms' t. It is small in the sense

that a firm that has implemented conquesting modifications will not switch the

competitor's customers in equilibrium. Suppose that Firm 1 implements a

conquesting modification when /aft < 1.5. The incentive compatibility constraint will

be fix – 1 – tx * = – p2 – t(1 - x*) which yields the demand functions for Firms 1 and 2

of X	 =ac = X * 	 P2 P1 and xd, =(1- x(,), respectively. Solving for the equilibrium
2t – /3
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prices we get pa, = t + c - /3/3 and pa, = t + c - 2/3/3. The equilibrium profits are

- P	 t3-) 
2

it	 - 2fl 
\	 3 given by, 7z- a, = 	  ;•2t – fl	 2t – fl

As expected, the firm implementing the modification gets a higher profit in

equilibrium. However, for the "no switch" type of information, an increase in the

impact of the modification (f3) reduces each firm's profits. This is an interesting point.

When the impact of the modification is weak relative to differentiation in the market

(flit < 1.5), conquesting modifications act as if the firm differentiation was effectively

reduced and this reduces the equilibrium prices. To see this, notice that consumer

surplus (from Firm 1) can be rewritten as v–(t-fl)x–p 1 . Not only is the modification is

not sufficient to switch Firm 2's customers but it also has the added disadvantage of

effectively reducing the consumer preference cost from t to (t-fl). The modification

acts in a direction opposite to that of the existing differentiation between the firms and

unambiguously reduces the "effective" firm differentiation. As a result, the profits of

both firms are strictly less than the profits associated with the base case.

Consequently, a firm with the ability to implement a conquesting modification when

flit < 1.5, will never do so.

The Switching Case (one firm, flit >1.5)

In contrast to the previous case (i.e. flit < 1.5), the modification is now

sufficiently impactful that the firm implementing the modification can steal its

competitive customers. Even though the firm without the information is a non-

operating firm (in that it sells nothing), the operating firm is not a monopoly. The

potential competition from the non-operating firm still affects the equilibrium price

that the operating firm charges (i.e., c+,3–t).

Note that the impact of the modification still acts in a direction opposite to the

existing differentiation (t) as in the "no switch" case. But, in sharp contrast to the "no

switch" case, the equilibrium prices now increase in # An interesting characteristic

of the equilibrium is that in contrast to the standard models of competition, prices

actually decrease with higher differentiation (i.e., higher t). The reason for this is as

follows. Once the modification allows a firm to switch competing customers, greater

differentiation is "bad" in the sense that it increases the cost of attracting the

customers who are furthest away (i.e., substantially lower prices have to be charged if

distant consumers are to be attracted).

The profit of the firm implementing the modification is 13–t and the other

firm's profit 7rdc is 0. Note that the profits of the operating firm fl–t are strictly greater

than the base case profit. Thus, in this range, a firm with the ability to implement

conquesting modifications will always do so.
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Equilibrium when both firms have conquesting-type information

No Switch Case (both firms, Ph < 1)

When both firms have the ability to implement conquesting modifications, the

results are similar to the previously discussed situation where only one firm has the

ability to do so. However, the zone for "no-switching" is smaller because when both

firms implement conquesting modifications, increased competition drives down prices

and this makes switching (or the `conquesting' of) competitive customers easier.

When fit < 1 and both firms implement conquesting modifications the demand

functions of the two firms obtain through the (incentive compatibility) condition fix* –

p,– tx* = )6(1–x*) – p2 – t(1 - x*). This yields Firm l's demand function as Xibc = x*

P2 — Pl t 	 , while firm 2's demand function will be x2bc = (I-x*). Because the
2(t – )3)

conquesting modification is not powerful enough to overcome the disutility of the

preference costs, each firm does not switch its competitor's consumers. Substituting

for x, and x2 in the profit functions of (1) and (2) and solving for the Nash equilibrium

of the downstream market, we obtain pbc = c+ t-fl and r be = (t –13) / 2 .

As previously discussed, conquesting modifications in the no-switch case act

in a direction opposite to the level of differentiation (t) between firms. A firm's loyal

customers are threatened when the competitor implements conquesting modifications

and therefore has no choice but to price aggressively to protect its consumers. The

"no switch" modifications increase competition without giving the downstream firms

a compensating benefit. In fact, the profits of a firm which implements a conquesting

modification (when 0 < f3/t < 1) are lower than they would have been without the

change (to see this just compare rbe and mac with t/2). Thus, in this range, the optimal

decision of both firms is to continue to market an unmodified product even though

they have the ability to implement the modification.

Switching Case (both firms, fl/t > 1)

.1)1
In this case, Firm 1 's demand function is given by	 = x – 

P2
2(t – 1

+ t
0)	 '

and Firms 2's demand is (1-x). In equilibrium, there is business stealing: each firm is

able to switch consumers who are in its competitor's half of the market and the

equilibrium prices and profits are pb, = c+/3–t, 2t bc = (/3 — t) / 2 . As in the switching

case where only one firm has the ability to implement conquesting modifications, the

equilibrium prices now increase in /3.

The dominant strategy for firms with the ability to implement conquesting

modifications is to do so when 16/t > 1.5. Interestingly, rb, is less than the base case
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(i.e., without the modification) profits of the firms when 13A E (1.5, 2). Despite the

competition that conquesting modifications create, firms cannot avoid implementing

the modifications because they find themselves in a quintessential Prisoners Dilemma.

If one firm does not implement the modifications in this range, the optimal response

of the competitor is to implement modifications. Of course, the optimal response to a

firm which has implemented modifications is to respond with modifications since

7z-be =(fl – t)12 is strictly greater than zero, the value of Ird, in the range.

Summary

The analysis highlights the differences in the effects of retention and

conquesting modifications. In contrast, to retention modifications, conquesting

modifications have two different effects depending on their impact. When the

modifications are of low impact, conquesting modifications have a single effect: that

of increasing the intensity of competition between downstream firms and reducing

prices. This effect is so strong that even when a firm has the ability to implement a

conquesting modification unilaterally and build share, the aggressive response from

the competitor reduces equilibrium prices and makes the modification unattractive.

The analysis shows that conquesting modifications of low impact relative to the

existing differentiation (in our model when /3/t < 1.5) will not be implemented even if

either or both firms have the ability to do so.

When conquesting modifications are of relatively higher impact (flIt > 1.5),

their effects are different. When only one firm has the ability to implement

modifications, it can implement the modifications and steal its competitor's customers.

When both firms have the ability to do modifications, the equilibrium for both firms is

to implement modifications and create a market outcome in which firms steal each

other's customers.

4.3	 Both Retention and Conquesting Modifications

Up until now we considered the case in which the firms had the ability to

implement only one type of modification. However, it is also possible for the firms to

have the ability to implement both the conquesting and the retention modifications.

As in sections 4.1 and 4.2, we consider two possibilities: a market where one firm has

information to implement both retention and conquesting modifications and a market

where both firms have the ability to do so. The profit associated with

retention/conquesting information is denoted by the subscript 're.
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Equilibrium when one firm has retention and conquesting information

When one firm has the ability to implement retention modifications,
conquesting modifications or both, we need to compare the profits from each option to
determine the optimal modification strategy. In sections 4.1 and 4.2, the equilibrium
profit associated with the implementation of retention or conquesting modifications
alone are shown. The profits for the simultaneous implementation of retention and
conquesting modification remain to be calculated.

When Firm 1 implements both types of modifications the incentive

	

compatibility condition is 16 – p i – tx* = –p 2 – t(1– x*) .	 This yields Firm 1 's

demand function as X = X * — P2 — 191+ fl t , while firm 2's demand function will be
2t

x2 = (1-x*). Substituting for x/ and x2 in the profit functions of (1) and (2) and solving
for the Nash equilibrium of the downstream market, we obtain,

= c+t+ 1p , p2 =c+t– 1p

	

3	 3 (8)
(fl + 3t)2	( fi – 3t)2

Marc =	1 8 t	 gdrc 1 8 t
We can now compare gar , lac, and g , to identify the equilibrium modificationa 

strategy for a firm that has the ability to implement both retention and conquesting
modifications. This comparison generates the first proposition of the paper.

Proposition 1: A firm that has the unilateral ability to implement both retention and

conquesting modifications:

a) Will implement retention modifications only when Ft < ,

b) Will implement both retention and conquesting modifications when Ft E { ,

3t}

c) Will be indifferent between implementing conquesting modifications alone and

implementing both retention and conquesting modifications when fl/t > 3.

Proposition 1 leads to some interesting generalizations about product-mix
modification strategies for the focal firm that expects no response from its competitor
in terms of product modifications. When modifications have a low impact (i.e. fl/t

< i ), only a retention modification is attractive. Conquesting modification of
relatively low impact is unattractive because it invites an aggressive reaction from the
other firm and leads to ruinous price competition. Therefore, even if the focal firm
has the ability to implement both retention and conquesting modifications, it will
strategically choose to implement only the retention modification. A feature of this
model is that when a firm implements both retention and conquesting modifications
simultaneously, it is equivalent to a general improvement in the product for all the
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consumers in the market'. Thus, a further insight from the above analysis is that

when the impact of the modifications are small, segment-specific improvements are

more attractive than general improvements.

When modifications are of intermediate impact (i.e. Jilt E { , 3)), the

optimal decision of the firm is to implement both retention and conquesting

modifications. The reason why implementing the conquesting modification also is

optimal is as follows: The disadvantage of a conquesting modification is its

competition increasing character. However, in this range, the "business stealing"

advantage of conquesting modifications is significant enough that it compensates for

this disadvantage. Thus when the impact of the modifications is intermediate,

improvements of a general type will be more attractive than segment-specific

improvements.

Finally, when modifications are of very high impact relative to the existing

differentiation between the firms (i.e. fl/t >3), the primary driver of modification

strategy is "business stealing." Thus, the main requirement for profit maximization is

that conquesting modifications be implemented (the retention modifications have no

effect on the profit of the firm implementing the modifications).

As in the previous sections, the general pattern of results is that when the

modifications are of small importance to customers relative to the level of

differentiation, retention strategies tend to be more attractive. Conquesting

modifications have potential to generate attractive profit when the modifications are of

higher impact but only when their "conquesting" capabilities can be exercised.

Equilibrium when both firms have retention/conquesting information

When firms have the ability to implement retention modifications, conquesting

modifications or both, each firm has three possible strategies resulting in the normal

form game shown in Table 1.

' This obtains by summing the impacts of the modifications fix and /3(1-x)
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retention only

Conquesting only

Both retention

and conquesting

Irbr, , 7br , r2 Irdr, , 7rar

y2 , 72 7bc , Irbe Irdc , 7Cac

Irar , 7rdr 7rac p 7rdc y2 , y2

Firm 1

Modification

Choices

Table 1

Outcomes when Both Firms Can Implement
Retention and Conquesting Modifications

Firm 2 Modification Choices

Retention only	 Conquesting only	 Both retention

and conquesting

Three of the outcomes identify (y y) as firm profits. This occurs when the2 ' 2
modifications implemented by firms have the effect of the nullifying each other (the

effect of a modification by one firm can be completely nullified when the competitor

makes a compensating modification to her product). The best response mappings for

each of the three potential strategies of a firm are as follows:

Table 2

Best Response Summary
The Best Response

Competitor's Action flit < 1.5 flit > 1.5

Retention Modifications

Conquesting Modifications

Retention and Conquesting

Modifications

Retention Modifications

Retention Modifications

Retention Modifications

Retention Modifications

Retention and Conquesting

Modifications

Retention Modifications

An examination of this table shows that the equilibrium is the (retention, retention)

outcome for flit < 1.5 because the best response to any strategy is to implement a

retention modification. Only when the competitor implements a conquesting

modification and flit > 1.5 does the optimal response involve a strategy other than a

retention modification. However, even in this range the equilibrium is (retention,

retention). This leads to the second proposition:

Proposition 2: When both firms have the ability to implement retention and

conquesting modifications, the unique Nash equilibrium is for both firms to implement

retention modifications only.
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This result demonstrates that the benefits of "competition reduction" provided

by retention modifications are attractive independent of the action taken by the

competition. In contrast, the ability of conquesting modifications to steal business

from a competitor is valuable when the competitor is passive and cannot respond with

a product modification of her own (this is precisely the situation examined in

Proposition 1). This result indicates that we should see significant use of conquesting

modifications when only one firm has the ability to implement modifications. In

addition, the result is also consistent with the fact that the majority of the

modifications that are observed are of the retention variety. We are now ready to

address the vendor's problem having identified the optimal modification strategies for

downstream firms.

5. The Marketing of Product-Mix Information

We now examine the decisions faced by a vendor of information using the

expected outcomes of downstream competition identified in section 4. Regardless of

whether a vendor has one-sided or two-sided information, he must decide whether to

sell the information to both firms or to charge a higher price and sell to just one.

Additionally in the case of two-sided information, he must also decide whether to sell

complete packets of information. In the case of one-sided information, a vendor

effectively has one product for sale. Of course in the case of two-sided information,

the vendor has three products he can offer: retention packets, conquesting packets or

complete packets.

5.1	 Solving the Information Vendor's Game

We begin by discussing how the equilibrium profits of the information vendor

are determined. First, we determine the maximum price under which both firms will

buy the information. We define this as the non-exclusive price for the information.

Selling to Both Firms

Note that the profit from selling the information non-exclusively requires that

both firms buy. In Figures 1 and 2, the following inequalities must be satisfied to

ensure that both firms buy

Rewriting this:

TC a — Pb � 71 n A n b – Pb �7/d

Pb � n a — 71 n A Pb � nb—nd

P b 5_ min(n . – TC n , TC b — 
7T d)

 )
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The total revenue from the non-exclusive sale of information for the vendor is 2Pb. If
the information is of no value to one of the firms, the condition in (11) implies that the

price will be zero.

Selling to One Firm

When a vendor sells to only one firm, it can be seen (using Figures 1 and 2)

that the firm will make will make 71", in the pricing sub-game. She must compare this

to the profits that will be realised if she rejects the offer. In the case of two-sided

information, a firm that refuses the information will make a profit of 7rd in the price

competition sub-game. This obtains because if the first firm refuses the offer, the

vendor can sell the information to the second firm at a positive price. Accordingly, rd
represents the equilibrium profits of the firm that does not have the information when

the other firm does. Thus, the first firm will pay any price up to Ira-7rd for the

exclusive use of the information.

In the case of one-sided information, the profit that a firm refusing an

exclusive offer will get is more complicated to determine because the information ha s

different value for the two firms (for one firm it is retention facilitating and for the

other it is conquest facilitating). Thus, when an exclusive offer is rejected, the

"rejection" profits can be determined by asking the following two questions: first, will

the second firm be interested (at all) in buying in the information". Next, if the

second firm does buy the information, what profits will the non-buyer of the

information realise.

5.2	 One-Sided Information

Consider the case in which the vendor attempts to sell the information to both

firms (i.e. non-exclusively). If both firms have the information, the dominant strategy

for the firm for which the modifications are retention facilitating is to implement the

modification independent of its competitor's strategy. Given this strategy by the firm

for which the modifications are retention facilitating, the optimal strategy for the other

firm (for which the modifications are conquest facilitating) is to make no

modifications to its product. This happens because the profits realized when both

firms implement modifications are t/2 (the modifications cancel each other out).

However, if the firm refrains from implementing the conquesting modification, then it

can benefit from the competition reducing benefit that exists even when one firm

implements the retention modification. This leads to our third proposition:

14 As noted in section 4, there are situations in which conquest facilitating information is of no value
because the modifications in question would reduce the profit of the firm implementing them.
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Proposition 3: One-sided information cannot be sold non-exclusively because the

information is of no value to the "conquesting" firm given that the "retention" firm

makes the indicated modifications to its product mix.

Thus the vendor cannot profitably engage in non-exclusive selling of one-
sided information and must make a decision to sell it as either retention or conquest
facilitating information. Suppose that the vendor decides to sell it as "retention
information". We know that the buyer will make mar in the pricing sub-game. The
profits she will make by refusing the offer depend on whether the competitor will buy
it and consequently modify her product mix. The analysis of section 4.2 indicates that
the information is not saleable as conquesting information when Pit < 1.5 because
conquesting modification of that impact will make a firm strictly worse off than if no
modifications were made. Conversely, when flit > 1.5, the conquest facilitating
information is saleable and a refusal of the information will result in a profit of 7-cdc=0.

Thus, the value of the information for the "retention firm" is mar - t/2 when flit < 1.5

and gar when 13A> 1.5. Moreover, the guarantee of exclusivity is only valuable when

flit > 3(,[97 –1) /16 (approximately 1.6592). For values of flA less than this, the
competitor will not be interested in buying the information so the guarantee of
exclusivity is worthless.

The vendor also has the option of selling the information (exclusively) to the
firm for whom the information is conquest facilitating. The buyer will realize a profit
of 2rac in the pricing sub-game and as previously discussed, gar = t/2 when flit < 1.5.

The buyer has no incentive to implement the modifications (in fact, she would be
better off to donate the information to her competitor so that she can modify her
product!). When flit >1.5, ;lac = At as shown in Section 4.2. The profit she makes by
refusing the offer depends on whether the competitor buys the information and
modifies her product. Since the information is always saleable as retention
information, a refusal of the information always results in profit of 2r d, . This leads to

the interesting finding that for values of flit E {1.5 , 3(,[57 –1) /16 , a firm receiving
an exclusive offer of conquest facilitating information from the vendor has an
incentive to refuse the offer. This obtains because g ar is greater than 71:„ in that range.

When fl>3t( NT97 –1)/16, the firm will accept the offer for a range of positive
prices. We summarize this in our fourth proposition:
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Proposition 4:

a. In equilibrium, a vendor with one-sided information will always sell to only

one firm.

b. When —
16 

< 
(3-f75 + 9)

, the equilibrium vendor strategy is to sell to the firm for
t	 8

whom the information facilitates retention modifications. In addition, the

vendor must guarantee exclusivity when A E 
{  3(§7 –1) (3j7j+ 9)

t	 16 	 8

c. When —
)3 

> 
(3-Nr7 + 9)

, the optimal strategy is to sell to the firm for whom the
t	 8

modifications facilitate conquesting modifications with a guarantee of

exclusivity.

This proposition indicates a clear preference for a vendor to sell one-sided

information in a focused fashion. In some cases, guarantees of exclusivity are

necessary in order to convince the buyer that the vendor will not act opportunistically

after the initial sale. We see that the vendor's strategy follows from facilitating the

types of modifications preferred by downstream firms. When the modifications have

relatively small impact, the vendor employs a strategy that creates retention

modifications downstream. In contrast, when modification have relatively large

impact, the vendor's strategy leads to the buyer of information implementing a

conquesting modification.

5.3 Two-sided Information

With two-sided information, the vendor has three products he can offer:

retention packets, conquesting packets or complete packets. He could also offer the

information exclusively to one firm. Under exclusive selling the vendor will always

prefer to sell the complete packet.
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Table 2

Vendor Profit Summary

Range of (3/t Retention Only Conquesting Only Complete Packets Exclusive

0,1.5 Not feasible fl(7fl+15t) fi

1.5, -,5 - 9(13+2t) 3

-N5, 2 13(7,6+150 2/3-3t fi( /3 +6t) 2/3
963+20 9t 3 2, 3

___

At3, 4 2/3-3t 134	
.._

>4 fl+t

The following proposition identifies the equilibrium vendor strategies for two-sided

information:

Proposition 5: The equilibrium strategy for a vendor selling two-sided information is

as follows:

a. When the information is of low impact (fl/t <, ), the vendor is indifferent

between selling the complete and the retention only information packets non-

exclusively.

b. When 13/t > , the vendor will sell the complete information packets non-

exclusively.

Proposition 5 highlights two important results. The first is that the

attractiveness of exclusive selling is eliminated with two-sided information. While it

is true that exclusivity puts the buying firm in a strong position and increases the price

this firm is willing to pay to the vendor, exclusivity also has an associated

disadvantage. Any gains that can be obtained by offering the buyer exclusivity are

outweighed by the greater preference (transportation) costs that are ultimately incurred

by consumers who are far away from the buyer. The vendor is best served by

minimising the consumers' preference costs and then extracting the cost savings

through higher pricing that the exclusive strategy allows.

The second result pertains to the passive power of information. The optimal

strategy involves selling a complete information packet since the complete packet

yields strictly greater profit than retention-only packets except at low levels of /3.

Despite the downstream firms' ability to implement conquesting modifications with a

complete information packet, they only implement retention-type modifications in

equilibrium. The information on conquesting modifications is "passive" in the sense

that it is not used. Nonetheless, a vendor makes strictly greater profit by including

conquesting information. This is because the price charged for information is not

simply determined by the equilibrium profits made by downstream firms. The price is
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also a function of the (off-equilibrium) situation encountered by an individual firm

were it not to buy the information packet. The availability of conquesting information

in the packet puts a potential non-buyer in a worse situation (the buyer will implement

both conquesting and retention type modifications and put the potential non-buyer in

an unattractive position). This allows the vendor to strategically sell the complete

packet and extract a higher price from both the downstream firms. This highlights the

"passive" power of information and shows that it can have value even when it is not

used.

6. Discussion and Conclusion

6.1	 Implications

The preceding analysis provides useful insights into the markets for product-

mix information. It can also help to guide the product-mix decisions of downstream

firms and provide useful prescriptions for managers that are in the business of selling

such information. The first and perhaps most useful insight of the model is that an

information vendor has a very different task depending on whether he is selling one-

sided or two-sided information. The sale of one-sided information is more complex

because the optimal strategy depends on the impact of the modifications relative to the

existing differentiation in the market. As noted previously, one-sided information

indicates product mix changes that appeal to a specific group of consumers. In

markets where the relative impact of the modifications is small, it is better for the

vendor to focus on the firm that is currently serving the specific group of consumers.

However, when the relative impact of the modification is large, it is better for the

vendor to focus on firm that would like to conquest these customers from the other

firm. In contrast, two-sided information will be sold non-exclusively.

Second, the model suggests why a vendor of information might have little to

gain by restricting the information packet that he offers for sale. A vendor of two-

sided information has the opportunity to divide up his information and sell different

information packets to different customers. Yet our analysis suggests that a vendor

will not have a profit incentive to do this. Even when information is not used, it can

have value in the sense that it has the potential to effect outcomes on the off-

equilibrium branches of the game tree. This is akin to the often-discussed deterrent

effect of nuclear stockpiling in the context of the Cold War. While neither the U.S

nor the U.S.S.R exercised their nuclear capabilities during the Cold War, the stockpile

was valuable as a deterrent.

From the perspective of a downstream firm, the findings of this study have

importance in two areas. First, the findings highlight the importance of differentiation

and focus for competitive firms. Even though certain modifications have the potential
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to improve the overall attractiveness of a product-mix to a market, they may be

harmful to firm performance. This obtains because modifications tend to strategically

affect competition between firms in addition to consumer valuations. The competitive

effect frequently has a greater impact on firm profitability. Firms will often ignore or

avoid conquesting modifications to avoid risking an aggressive response from the

competitor. Second, the findings highlight the importance of the relationship between

differentiation and product modifications. Firms are generally on much safer turf

when they implement product modifications that increase the appeal of their products

to current customers than when they consider strategies that attack or threaten the

competition. Only when the existing level of differentiation is low in relation to the

impact of the modifications can conquesting be an attractive approach.

6.2	 Conclusions and Future Research

Product-mix modifications are a common component of the marketing activity

of firms. The emergence of "external" markets of product-mix information is the

phenomenon that motivates this paper. Many organisations are now selling

syndicated information and information that is a "by-product" of a primary business

activity. Yet no research exists which examines the market for such information.

This paper analyses how such information affects the competition between

downstream firms and the optimal marketing approach for a vendor of information.

We trace the equilibrium selling strategies to two factors: the existing degree of

differentiation in the downstream industry and the impact of the modifications

suggested by the information.

We find that the optimal contracting strategy for one-sided information is to

sell to one firm. In contrast, two-sided information should always be sold to both

firms. In addition, the optimal target and contract for one-sided information depends

entirely on the expected impact of the modifications in relation to the level of

differentiation.

The selling strategy for the vendor follows from the effects that retention and

conquesting modification have on downstream competition. First, retention

modifications have the same effect on competition as increases in product

differentiation. Therefore, the effect of retention modifications is to increase the

effective differentiation between downstream firms and reduce price competition. In

contrast, conquesting modifications act in a direction opposite to the differentiation

between the firms. Conquesting modifications of low impact (i.e. Jilt <1.5) have the

effect of reducing the effective differentiation in the market thereby increasing price

competition. Therefore, a market will not exist for this type of information unless the

conquesting modifications are sufficiently powerful to allow foreclosure of a firm that

does not respond.
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Two interesting issues are left for future research. One aspect that we do not

explore in this paper is the cost of implementing the modifications themselves. We

assume that modifications can be made costlessly and that a modified product is

produced at the same marginal cost. An interesting extension would be to examine

how the vendor's ability to sell the information is affected by implementation costs.

Another issue that we leave to future research is that of competition in the information

market. If information vendors first have to decide whether or not to collect

information, an important question is whether vendors should collect information on

specific groups of customers or on the entire market. This question would help us

understand when vendors should pursue symmetric or asymmetric collection

strategies. In addition, conditions that lead to vendors focusing on specific groups of

consumers may provide an endogenous rationale for the mix of commissioned versus

syndicated research chosen by a firm. In sum, investigating markets for product-mix

information is a fruitful area for future research.
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Figure 3
The Effect of a Retention Modification
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Technical Appendix for "Product-Mix Information Markets"

Equilibrium when one firm has the ability to implement Conquesting Modifications

The equilibrium for the no-switch case follows directly from the text.

The Switch Case (131t>1.5)

Step 1:

To determining 7tac and 7tdc, we first solve the simultaneous optimisation problem for
both firms. Equilibrium demand and prices are:

x= —
I
 +  

fl

	

	 13 213
, plc =t + c — —3 P 2c = t

	

2 6( 2t —,l3)	 3

At levels of 13>1.5t, this solution is associated with negative demand and prices less

than marginal cost for the firm facing a modified product (in this case Firm 2).

Therefore, the modifications are sufficiently powerful when 13>1.5t such that Firm 2 is

forced from the market.

Step 2

Assume that the equilibrium is a corner solution in which the firm with the modified

product (Firm 1) sets price at 13-t+c. At this price, Firm2 cannot attract any customers,
even at pricing at marginal cost (since the surplus for the customer at x=1 is R from
both firms, any customer located at a position where x<1 will strictly prefer the

offering from Firm 1).

We now show that Firm 1 has no incentive to change its price. The profit function for

Firm 1 is hzac x* P	 mac = I* (/3 —t — c) when it sets a price off3-t+c. A drop in

price will not increase its demand and will simply lower its profit. Therefore Firm 1

will not drop price below I3-t+c. We now consider a rise in price. In this region,

x = P2 — Pi t P2 — P1 t	 	  P2 2P1 t ±c 
=	 * (P1 c)	 ac =	

= 0
2t — /3	 2t — /3	 ap,	 2t— fl

This generates the reaction function for Firm 1: p1 = (p2 + t + c)I 2 . Similarly,we

obtain the reaction function for Firm 2 :13 2= (pi+t-13+c)/2. Sketching these functions

quickly reveals that they do not intersect in the region where p i >13-t+c. The

intersection is at (p i , p2) = (t+c-f3/3, t+c-2(3/3). Choosing any candidate price greater

than 13-t+c is not stable and using the concept of rationalizability (in the sense of

Bernheim, 1984 and Pearce, 1984), the equilibrium is (p i , p2) = ((3-t+c, c). Thus, the
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equilibrium when one firm has the ability to implement conquesting modifications
and 13/t>1.5 is that the firm implementing the changes captures the entire market and a
profit (7Cac) of (3-t+c. The firm not buying the information makes zero profit.

Proof of Proposition 1
A firm that has the unilateral ability to implement both retention and conquesting

modifications

a) Will implement retention modifications only when /3/t < - NI j  ,

b) Will implement both retention and conquesting modifications when /3/t e( - 6- , 3).

c) Will be indifferent between implementing conquesting modifications alone and

implementing both retention and conquesting modifications when fi/t > 3.

Proof

We restrict values of 13 to be positive. Using the equations in the paper, the
downstream profits for a firm with the unilateral ability to implement both retention
and/or conquesting modifications of magnitude p are:

Range of 13/t Retention only
nar

Conquesting only
nac

Both Retention and
Conquesting narc

0-1.
2t + 21 2

 – I) (fi + 302
18t3

fl + 2t 2t –/3

1.5-3 2

t + --fl--2 j
C6+6	 302

18t3 fi – t

13 + 2t

>3
2t	 1 2 fi – t ig – t+
3

fi + 2t

Step 1:

Simple calculations for the range of 13/t E {0, 1.5}, show that ?tar> nac when

13‹ 
3t 10 

.-1.90t i.e. for the range {0,1.5}. Similarly in the same range, simple
5

calculations show that ?Car> ?Cam when p< -L3 t i.e. for the E {0,1.5}. Thus, the optimal
strategy in the range {0,1.5} is retention modification only.

2



Step 2:

Simple calculations show that in the range of p/t E {1.5, 3}, narc> nac when f3<3t and
13>9t i.e. for the range of Pit E {1.5, 3}. In addition, we know that 7Car> lCarc when

3< .1i t. This implies that the optimal modification strategy is retention when f3/t

E {1.5, Nra } and when PA E { -fa , 3}, the optimal strategy is for the firm to
implement retention and conquesting modifications.

Step 3:

Simple calculations show that when p/t>3t, narc= nac> nar when

R> 3t(l+N I K ) 
,:-.2.64t. Since this is always true in the specified range, a firm will be

5
indifferent between conquesting alone or both retention and conquesting together

when f3/t>3t.

Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 2
When both firms have the ability to implement retention and conquesting

modifications, the unique Nash equilibrium is for both firms to implement retention
modifications only.

First, we look at Table 1 and see that the strategy combinations (r,c), (c,r) and (rc, rc)
involve situations where the modifications undertaken by firms neutralise each other.
This means that the incentive compatibility constraint that governs demand for the
firms is the same as in the base case. As a result, the profits are the same as in the

base case nln= n2n discussed at the beginning of section 4.0.

The algebraic profits in the remaining cells are found in sections 4.1 and 4.2 of the
paper.

To generate Table 2, the process is for each column in Table 1 to identify the

expression on the left of each cell that is greatest. Aside from the middle column, the
maximum is always found in the first row (i.e. retention only). In the middle column,

when (3/t>1.5,
t

/t>1.5, nac > — (the profit associated with a retention response to conquesting
2

modification by the competitor) since 13-t > —
t 

for all P/t>1.5t. By eliminating
2

dominated strategies (e.g. the conquesting only strategy) and identifying fixed points

in each zone: 13/t<1.5 and 13/t>1.5, it is straightforward to show that the only

3



equilibrium is for both firms to implement retention modifications (independent of
Pit).

Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 3
One-sided information cannot be sold non-exclusively because the information is of

no value to the "conquesting" firm given that the "retention" firm makes the

indicated modifications to its product mix.

Step 1:

For information to be sold non-exclusively, it follow that both firms must be willing
to pay a price greater than zero to obtain the information. If the firm for whom the
information identifies retention modifications purchases the information, it is a
dominant strategy for that firm to implement the modification because nal. > nbr >ltn.

In other words, the firm for whom the information identifies retention modifications is
strictly better off by implementing the modification regardless of whether the
competitor implements conquesting modifications or not.

Step 2:

We now determine the best response for the firm for whom the information identifies
conquesting modifications, given that his competitor will always implement the
modifications in question. Note that this involves a comparison of n„, the profit when
both firms implement modifications (and the modification neutralize each other) and
nar•

)2
t

Note 	 3 
>—

t for all PA >0. As a result, the firm will not implement the
+ 2t 2

modifications even if it has the capability to do so. Consequently, the firm for whom
the information identifies conquesting modifications will not pay a positive price for
the information and a non-exclusive selling strategy will not generate profit.

Q.E.D.



Proof of Proposition 4

In equilibrium a vendor with one-sided information will always sell to only one firm.

a) When A< (3 ',Th+9) , the equilibrium vendor strategy is to sell to the firm for
t	 8

whom the information facilitates retention modifications. In addition, the vendor

ft 3( 97 -1) (31,53 + Imust guarantee exclusivity when — E 
t	 16	 8

b) When —
)6 

> 
(3Nr73

8  

+ 9)
t	

, the optimal strategy is to sell to the firm for whom the

modifications facilitate conquesting modifications with a guarantee of exclusivity.

Step 1:

Determine the zones in which both firms have positive value for the information

versus the base case i.e. nr,---- L . For the firm for whom the information indicates
2

retention modifications, it is easy to show that 7tar > —
t 

for all p. For the firm for
2

whom the information indicates conquesting modifications, we need to compare nac to

—
t 

. As shown in section 4.2, 7Cac > —
t 

only for 13/t>1.5. In other words, a firm
2	 2
rejecting information for retention purposes knows it will face an unmodified product

from the competitor for all 13/t<1.5. In contrast, a firm rejecting information for
conquesting purposes will always face a modified product from the competitor (since
the vendor will be able to sell the information ex-post to the competitive firm). This
establishes expected profit for a firm in either situation on refusing the information.

Step 2

Calculate the difference between expected profits (by purchasing the information) and

the base case described in Step 1 for all ranges of P/t. This is the maximum price that

the vendor can charge each of the two firms for the information. These calculations
are outlined in the following table.
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Range of

Pit

Vendor Strategy

Sell as Retention Information Sell as Conquesting Information

Pr ltbuy-nereject Pentbuy-nreject

0, 1.5 2,6 N2
(t + —3 ) 2 	 t

t	 (t+lj
)0 + 2t	 2 2	 13+2t

>1.5 2n
(t+--2 ) (t+ -L-)

3 3
R t

)6 + 2t f3+2t

Notes

i. The upper right cell is negative for all values of 13. Therefore selling to the

conquesting firm is impossible.

3t(-57 –1) 
1.66t . Thus, forii. The lower right cell is negative for all values of

16

all values of Pit E 0, 
3t( 97 – 1)} . The profits from selling the information{

16

as retention information is higher than selling it as conquesting information

since as conquesting information it cannot be sold for a positive price.

iii. Comparing the profits associated with the two strategies in the zone where both

yield positive prices involves comparing the algebraic expression in the lower

left cell to the expression in the lower right cell. For —
fl 

> 
(31173 + 9) , the righth
 8

cell is larger.

Summarizing this step, we find that the vendor will maximize profit by selling the

information as retention information when —
)6 

< 
(31fli + 9) 

and by selling the
t	 8

information as conquesting information when 11 > (3..17.-3 + 9) .
8

Step 3

We now determine if guarantees of exclusivity must be provided to the buyers of

information to legitimise the prices outlined in Step 2. This question can answered by
determining whether or not the information has positive value for the competitor

given that the focal firm has purchased it. If not, then opportunism on the part of the
vendor is not a problem for the first buyer. If however, the information does have

6



positive value for the competitor, the vendor could act opportunistically and sell it to
the competitor. Accordingly, in this situation, a guarantee of exclusivity would be
required to justify the prices determined in Step 2. The analysis of this question is
provided in the following table.

Range of fl/t Optimal Strategy
(Step 2)

Difference (Profit for
Competitor without the

information versus with it)

Positive Range

0, 
.(3	 73 + 9) Retention

Sellin
a 2

t +t	 77) > 3t( 97 –1)
8 pit

16
2	 13 + 2t

(INI73+9)
>

Conquesting selling
t-— 0

The entire range

8 2

This chart shows that when selling the information as retention information, it will be
necessary for the vendor to provide a guarantee of exclusivity when

r3/t> 3t( 97-1)  
Similarly, when trying to sell the information as conquesting

16
information, a guarantee of exclusivity is always needed.
Q.E.D.

Proposition 5

The equilibrium strategy for a vendor selling two-sided information is as follows:
a. When the information is of low impact OA < ), the vendor is indifferent

between selling complete packets or retention only information packets non-
exclusively.

b. When flit > , the vendor will sell the complete information packets non-
exclusively.

As per equations 9, 10 and 11, two expressions, to-nn and nb-nd must be evaluated for
each possible strategy involving non-exclusive selling. For exclusive selling, we
restrict our examination to the selling of complete information packets. Any profit
level possible with the exclusive selling of a restricted information packet is also
possible with a complete information packet.

Exclusive Selling of a Complete Information Packet

As discussed in the main text, we need to evaluate the expression nary-narc for the
entire range of pit. Based on Proposition 1, we know that retention modification will

be implemented for all pit< a both retention and conquesting for flit erIS, 3) and

7



either retention and conquesting or conquesting alone when 13/t >3. This allows to
write the following table.

Range of PA 7E= ndrc Px = narc-ndrc

0, Nrj 2 )6(t+ 3 )2

a 2
/3

(t + r-3 ) 3

)6 + 2t ) 6 + 2t

-Ii. ,3 C6 + 302 (fl — 302 2/3

18t 18t 3
>3 p-t 0 p-t

Non-exclusive Selling of Conquesting Information Packets

When both firms purchase conquesting information, it follows that they implement
conquesting modifications (otherwise they could have been equally well off not

purchasing the information at all). As per the discussion in the text when 0>t, the

firms effectively swap customers i.e. x =(pi — P2 + t - /3)/2(t-/3) and 1-x=(p2 — pl + t 
-/3,)/2(t-/3). In contrast to the usual problem, the objective functions for each firm are

= (p 1 — c)(1 — x) and 71-2c = (p2 — c)x due to the swapping of customers. Solvingplc
the resulting system of equations generates the following solution:

1	 fl — t 
X = — Pic = P lc = —t+c, g 1c = 7r2c =22
Using equation 9, 10 and 11, the non-exclusive profit is the minimum of 2(7tac-7tnc)

and 2(nbc-7tdc). Substituting for nac-nno we obtain )6 — 3t 	 for 7Cbc-ltdc, we obtain
2

fi — t 
. For all values of 13<2t,	

3t 
< 

p -t 
. Therefore, the non-exclusive profit is

2	 2	 2
213-3t for all values of 1.513/t<2. When (3/t is greater 2, the non-exclusive profit is (-34.

Non-exclusive Selling of Retention Information Packets

The non-exclusive profit is the minimum of 2(lrar - itnr) and 2(lr br - nth.). Using the

equations in the text star nnr= (t+23/3)2/03+204/2 and nbr ndr= R713+150413+20/18.

Assume that 2(lt ar

+2
-16-3

)2

- 7tnr)< 2(■nbr

t	 )6(716 +15t)

ndr)•

)62
<0

fi + 2t

<
2	 18(/3 + 2t) 18(fi + 2t)

8



which is impossible since the numerator and denominator are both positive.

Therefore, 2(7tbi. - ltdr) is the minimum of the two terms and equals fl(7fi + 15t) 
9(f + 2t)

Non-exclusive Selling of Complete Retention Packets

The non-exclusive profit for the vendor is the minimum of 2(7c are - ?C/1) and 2(7tbric -
ndrc)• The term Tram of course is given by different algebraic expressions depending on
the level of PA. The following table summarizes the computation:

Range of 13/t
TCarc nbrc ndrc narc-nn nbrc-Irdrc

0, -Li
t+	 fl 62 216 

)2 fi(7 f3 + 15t)
216 ) 2(t+ 
3 2 t+1 

3
(t+ 

3 )	 t 18( fi + 2t)

)6 + 2t f3 + 2t f 3 + 2t	 2

, 3 (18 + 302 t+ fi (fl – 302 ia( fi + 6t ) 5/3	 /32

18t 2 18t 18t 6	 18t
>3 134 t + 13

fl – 3
t

2
t + 16

2 2

Mathematical comparisons then allow us to summarize the profits the vendor makes
by setting the optimal price for all possible values of (3/t.

Range of Pit Pb Vendor Profit (2 Pb)

0, -i.i nbrc-7Cdrc /3(7 ,3 + 1St)
9(/3 + 2t)

I§ , 3 Itarean /3(/3 + 6t)
9t

3, 4 narc-nn 2f3-3t

> nbrc-ndrc t + 16

9



Identifying the Optimal Strategy

Step 1

For [3/t E(0, j i ), vendor profit for selling retention information is equal to the profit
for selling both retention and conquesting information. Simple comparisons of this
profit to the profits from selling conquesting packets and the profits associated with
the selling of a complete packet of information exclusively yields the result that the
optimal strategy in this zone is to sell either retention packets or complete packets.

Step 2

For PA > ,5, further computations show that the profits associated with selling
complete packets of information strictly dominate the profits associated with all three
of the alternate options (selling conquesting packets non-exclusively, selling retention
packets non-exclusively or selling a complete packet exclusively).

Q.E.D.
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